
Mac in the past chose the Two over Stanley; did not back him, or maybe cover 
up for him--or maybe went to FS superior—after '29 fire on the Two which got 
away from Stanley. 

—fire scar still evident on the Two. 

—Beth backed Mac because of Stanley letting down on the job? 

—Mac’s action not only ended Stanley's career, but crippled his own. 

—Mac has been kept at English Creek (and was transferred there to replace 
Stanley) by a regional forester who realizes how well he knows the country. 



epilogue section, Jick says he’s found paperwork on Stanley: indicates he 

was dismissed for drinldng ...inculcation is Mac never stood up for him? 
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or: 'Gentlemen, Mm Mister Gifford Pinchot sent me here to be the 
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knot in God's Shoestring.' 



—Jick eventually finds out that Stanley got Mac into rangering; 
perhaps finds it out at cabin in ch. 1? 

—at the fire, Jick finds out that Stanley is the one who nicknamed him; 
a comment something like, "I told ’em you was a kind of a Jick...” 

—or: neither Mac nor Stanley mentions it, but Jick learns it from Beth. 



also, I can see back now, about the instant enthusiasm both Alec and 

Leona were bringing to their romance. Well, it will happen: two 

people who have been around each other for years and all of a sudden 

finding that nobody else in history has ever been in love before, 

they’re inventing it all themselves. At least it was that way with 

Alec and Leona then. 



-have Mac's diary entries report the May rainy weather? 



add i 

1st ch* ride into mtns needs an evident direction which conceals the true turn of 
events* Maybe make it that Mac always took his sons on an early counting trip, 
before FS officialdom began shewing upfer the summer? 



add: 

It must be shown that Mac--and Beth--think the stakes are great in Alec*s decision* 
Show this in dialogue between them? Or have Mac say it to Jick at canpfire in ch. 1 
ride? 


